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For robots to coexist with us in harmony and be our com-
panion, they should be able to explicitly reason about
humans, their presence, the social and human-centered envi-
ronment, and the social-cultural norms, to behave in socially
expected and accepted manner. To develop such capabil-
ities, from psychology, child developmental and human
behavioral research, we can identify some of the key ingre-
dients, such as the abilities to distinguish between self
and others, and to reason about affordance, perspective
taking, shared spaces, social signals, emotions, theory of
mind, social situation, etc., and the capability to develop
social intelligence through the process of social learning.
Researchers across the world are working to equip robots
with some of these aspects from diverse perspectives and
developing various interesting and innovative applications.
This special issue is intended to reflect some of those
high-quality research works, results and potential applica-
tions.

From the point of view of understanding the fundamen-
tals of developmental process of children, interesting aspects
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can be observed. Jean Piaget and Bärbel Inhelder observe
it as a series of stages developed over time. Jerome Sey-
mour Bruner, Rose R. Olver and Patricia M. Greenfield see
it as more continuous process that can even be speeded-up.
Lev S. Vygotsky sees development to be strongly coupled
with social and cultural context. The aim of this special
issue is not to contribute in the understanding of fundamental
process of social development. Our focus is to identify and
address some of the important milestones, steps, and build-
ing blocks of development of social intelligence, and how
to adapt, extend and apply them into robotics by identify-
ing as well as addressing the underlying R&D challenges
when combination of such blocks should be functioning
together.

The special issue consists of ten high quality research
papers along three broader categories:

(i) Methodologies for embodiment of some basic social
developmental blocks (papers 1–3).

(ii) User perception, evaluation and design guidelines for
social embodiment of robots with some basic social
developmental blocks (papers 4–7).

(iii) Potential societal applications of social robots embodied
with some of the social developmental blocks (papers
8–10).

Someof these papers are significantly enriched versions of
the papers accepted in the proceedings of International Work-
shop on Developmental Social Robotics (DevSoR): Reason-
ing about Human, Perspective, Affordances and Effort for
Socially Situated Robots, IEEE/RSJ International Confer-
ence on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS) 2013, 7 Nov
2013 Tokyo (Japan). Following section will highlight the
papers constituting the special issue.
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1 Overview of the Papers

The first paper titles “The role of functional affordances in
socializing robots”, authored by Iman Awaad, Gerhard K.
Kraetzschmar and Joachim Hertzberg, provides mechanism
to embody the notion and usability of functional affordances
of objects by modelling them in description logics. The idea
is to use the functional affordances in finding or substitut-
ing the right or most suitable available object for achieving a
goal. Affordance being one of the underlying blocks in shap-
ing how we interact with environment and achieve tasks,
the papers shows an interesting insight of how combin-
ing functional affordances, spatial proximity and conceptual
similarity helps in planning and acting in human-centered
environment.

The second paper titled, “Learn like Infants: A Strategy for
Developmental Learning of Symbolic Skills Using Humanoid
Robots”, authored by Kun Li and Max Q.-H. Meng, empha-
sizes on the importance of symbolic representation and
semantics level reasoning for intuitive andmore natural inter-
action of the robot in human-centered environment. Inspired
by underlying phases of sensorimotor object learning process
from child development psychology, the paper presents an
interesting strategy implemented onhumanoid robot to facili-
tate autonomous incremental learningof objects (rigid aswell
as articulated) by building different layers of object models
starting from sample-based to symbolic-based representa-
tion, without much need of prior knowledge.

In the third paper, “Inference of Human Beings’ Emo-
tional States from Speech in Human–Robot Interactions” the
authorsLaurence Devillers,Marie Tahon,Mohamed A. Sehili
and Agnes Delaborde focus on one of the important blocks
constituting the development of social interaction capabili-
ties: perception of emotion in real environment. The aim is
to build a dynamic representation of human emotional and
interaction tendencies, so that the robot can also modulate
its behavior appropriately. Using audio input, the method
combines predicted output from interestingly six different
systems to detect four emotions: anger, joy, sadness and
neutral. Results based on the large realistic databases, also
involving potential end user (elderly people), show the gain
in reliability and accuracy of the detected emotions.

The fourth paper is on “Evaluating the Engagement with
Social Robots”, authored by Salvatore M. Anzalone, Sofi-
ane Boucenna, Serena Ivaldi and Mohamed Chetouani. This
paper proposes a set of metrics to evaluate the notion of
engagement during social human robot interaction. A com-
bination of static and dynamic attributes of social interaction
development, such as attention focus, joint attention, syn-
chrony, along with other information is used to evaluate
the interaction quality in face-to-face human–robot social
interaction scenarios. Two interesting case studies, interac-
tive environment knowledge building and autism assessment

have been presented, emphasizing on the importance of
incorporating non-verbal aspects and attributes both in eval-
uation as well as in behavior design of socially interactive
robots.

The fifth paper “Combining Robotic Persuasive Strate-
gies: The Persuasive Power of a Storytelling Robot that Uses
Gazing and Gestures”, authored by Jaap Ham, Raymond H.
Cuijpers and John-John Cabibihan, explores how the combi-
nation of basic modalities of social interaction, such as gaze
and gesture, affects the persuasiveness of a socially interac-
tive robot and how social robots can bemademore persuasive
if required. A storytelling context to the human by a robot
is used to measure the combined and separate influences of
robot’s gaze and persuasive gesture. Some interesting find-
ings, their agreements and disagreements with some earlier
studies in human psychology, and their linkwith human robot
interaction and perception of robots are discussed.

The sixth paper titled “This robot is sociable: close-up on
the gestures and measured motion of a human responding to
a proactive robot”, authored byRitta Baddoura andGentiane
Venture, studies an interesting scenario in which the partic-
ipant were unaware of the fact that a humanoid robot might
enter in the room and interact with them. The study focuses
on understanding the relation between the perceived socia-
bility of the robot with respect to the tendency to respond by
the human to the robot. Patterns of arm and head motion of
the human interacting with the robot have been analyzed and
relations with participants’ answers to questionnaire are dis-
cussed, serving as pointers about how the users’ reactions and
gestures can be indicator of their perception about a social
robot and the success of interaction.

The seventh paper is on “Why should we imitate robots?
Effect of back imitation on judgement of imitative skill”,
authored by Yasser Mohammad and Toyoaki Nishida.
Inspired from child developmental research and evidences
on the presence and role of mutual imitation process, the
authors present and evaluate an interesting hypothesis on the
effect of imitating a robot by humans (back imitation) on
their perceptions of imitative skills of the robot. Results and
discussion through three studies point about the perceptions
of robot’s imitative skills, human-like motion and interaction
quality. The paper also discusses the links of such back imi-
tation with the human intention of future interaction with the
robot and points towards factors to be considered for human-
robot interaction and learning from demonstration designs.

The eighth paper is titled “The Design, Development,
and Deployment of RoboParrot for Screening Autistic Chil-
dren” and is authored by Pegah Soleimman Dehkordi, Hadi
Moradi, Maryam Mahmoudi, Hamid Reza Pouretemad, Soe-
hil Salehi- Mobarakeh and Morteza Ghavami. It investigates
an interesting societal application of social robots: identi-
fying the autism like developmental disorder in children.
Three categories of robot functionalities (sound & voice,
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body movement and touch sensing) have been combined to
develop some social child-robot interactions. Based on inter-
action patterns of different groups of children, some basic
clues of social development and distinguishing features have
been identified as indicators for children with autism.

In the ninth paper, titled “The Impact of Social Robotics
on L2 Learners’ Anxiety and Attitude in English Vocabu-
lary Acquisition”, the authors M. Alemi, A. Meghdari and M.
Ghazisaedy aim to explore application of a social robot assis-
tant for teaching foreign languages to young students. Based
on the findings that anxiety and attitude are crucial factors
affecting the second language acquisition process, the paper
studies the effect of robot assisted teaching. The robot was
programmed with some social interaction behaviors, such as
calling on students to answer, cheering the correct answer,
makingmistakes on purpose, gesture and dialog based acting
for a word, etc. The paper outlines some interesting finding
about the motivation levels of the students, their engagement
in learning and their beliefs about self-progress.

The tenth paper, titled “The Effect of Embodiment in
Sign Language Tutoring with Assistive Humanoid Robots”,
is authored by Hatice Köse, Pınar Uluer, Neziha Akalın,
Rabia Yorgancı, Ahmet Özkul and Gökhan Ince. It presents
an application of robot, equipped with basic capability of
generating actions and feedback based on sign language,
to serve as assistant in sign language tutoring for chil-
dren with communication impairments. Inspired from the
studies suggesting that during preoperational stage of child
development, knowledge is represented by language, men-
tal imaginary and symbolic thoughts, in the paper interactive
language games (based on daily life signs) have been devel-
oped in two different embodiment conditions: physical and
virtual. Interesting results of the study involving normal and
hearing-impaired children have been discussed, indicating
the role of physical embodiment on children’s engagement
and motivation.
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3 Conclusions

This special issue has touched an important aspect of devel-
opmental robotics: the applied side in the domain of social
robotics. The special issue incorporates a balance of high
quality research papers on embodiment mechanisms, eval-
uations, design guidelines and applications of some of the
fundamental building blocks and capabilities constituting the
development of social intelligence. Each of the paper also
triggers interesting future directions to explore. We hope this
special issue will serve to the social robotics community,
further evoke cross-disciplinary and multidisciplinary scien-
tific collaborations, enrich our understanding about potential
societal applications of social robots and pave theway for fur-
ther investigations, towards buildingharmonious relationship
among humans and robots for betterment of society.
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